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the ultimate adver tising balloon

The smooth surface of the N-Type is constructed from
24 gores of colourful rip-stop nylon (32 gores with sizes
N-145 and above) which are then halved vertically into
48/64 almost flat facets to carry even the most
complicated artwork with maximum visibility.
Designed by computer to a natural mathematical form
which gives zero horizontal fabric stress, the loads are
carried by multiple, closely spaced, vertical tapes.
A beautiful and elegant shape built to the most exacting
standards and sold with a written guarantee, N-types
have been chosen for promotional use by major
companies world-wide as well as by many smaller
businesses involved in retailing, distribution,
manufacturing and the provision of services on a
national, regional and local level.
Fabric resistant to fungal attack and fading is standard
while Hyperlast, silicone coated on both sides and which
can increase envelope life by up to 50%, is optional.
Envelope deflation is via a standard parachute.
Alternatively we can fit our RDS rapid deflation system
or the no-cost Lock Top.

Model designation: N

Gores:
Burners:

24 or 32
Stratus, Shadow and Stealth;
single, double, triple or
quad
Baskets:
10 sizes, airchair, and
Voyager
Accessories: Full range

Sizes (000 ft3/m3)
N-31
N-42
N-56
N-65
N-77
N-90
N-105
N-120
N-133
N-145
N-160

(31/890)
(42/1190)
(56/1590)
(65/1840)
(77/2190)
(90/2550)
(105/2970)
(120/3400)
(133/3770)
(145/4110)
(160/4530)

A colouring chart for this model can be found in the
envelopes section at www.cameronballoons.co.uk

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

A comprehensive range of baskets is available with the
N-type. Construction is from cane and willow or all cane
in elegant natural shades and with coloured banding to
your specification as an option. Suede trim is standard
with leather as an alternative, again with a wide colour
range.
The ultra-quiet Stealth is a popular choice of burner and
is often specified in combination with the pencil slim
Shadow.
Inflation fans, radios, instruments, tethering equipment
and trailers - in fact all the accessories you might want to
complement your N-Type balloon - are also available.
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